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Dewi Endah Murdiningsih. A. 320 080 029. THE CONTENT VALIDITY OF THE 
ENGLISH FINAL TEST ITEMS IN UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI 
2010-2011 ACADEMIC YEAR BASED ON SCHOOL BASED CURRICULUM 
AND THE DISTRIBUTION OF THEIR COGNITIVE LEVEL. Muhammadiyah 
University of Surakarta. Research Paper. 2012  
The aim of the research is to describe the content validity of the English Final Test 
Items  in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI  2010-2011 academic year based 
on School based Curriculum. The content validity is seen from the distribution of 
their cognitive level. 
The data sourceof the research are the English Final test items in UN SMK 
DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI  2010-2011 academic year. There are 35 items for 
each of administration and the total of the test are 105 items. This research used 
two parameters in this research based on School based Curriculum and the 
distribution of their cognitive level by Bloom’s Taxonomy. In analyzing the data, 
the writer uses interpretation method. The research describe the English Final test 
items in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI  2010-2011 academic year based 
on School based Curriculum. and the distribution of their cognitive level in 
Bloom’s Taxonomy. 
The process of the data collecting technique in this research are taken from 
document of English Final test items in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI  
2010-2011 academic year. 
The result of this research shows that the Content Validity of the English Final Test 
Items in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI 2010-2011 based on School based 
Curriculum, yes it is does. It is valid because it is correspond with indicators on a 
syllabus in school. The data consist English Final test items can be classified three parts. 
They are incomplete dialouge, error recognition and reading comprehension. 
 The Content Validity of the English Final Test Items in UN SMK DWIJA 
DHARMA BOYOLALI with the Distribution of Their Cognitive in School based 
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The aim of the research is to describe the content validity of the English Final T st
Items in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOIALI 2$A-2011 acad m c year based
on Schoal based Curriculun The conGnt validity is seer &om the distribution of
their cognitive level.
The data sourceof the research are the English Final test items in t/N SMK
DWIJA DI{ARMA BOYOLALI 2OLO-2O11 academic year. There are 35 items for
each of administration and the total of the test are 105 items. This research used
two parameters in this research based on Sehool based Curriculum and the
distribution of their cognitive level by Bloom's Taxonomy.In analyzing the data,
the writer uses interpretation method. The research describe the English Final test
items in UN SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI 20L0-2011 academic year based
on School based Curr-iculunr aad the distribut-iou of their cogn,itive level in
Bloom's Taxonomy-
The proeess of the data collecting technique in this research are taken from
document of Englis  Final test items in tI{ SMK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI
2A10-2011 academic year.
The res lt of this re earch shows that the Content Validity of the English Final Test
Itein  in UN SIVIK DWIJA DHARMA BOYOLALI2010-2011 based on Sc ool based
Curriculum, yes it is does. It is valid because it is corresp nd with indicators on a
syllabus in school. The data consist English Final test it ms can be classified tlree parts.
They are incomplete dialouge, error recognition and reading comprehension.
The Content Validity of the English Final Test Items in tlN SMK DWIJA
DHARMA BOYOLALI with the Dishibution of Their Cognitive in School based
Curriculum, yes it does. It is valid. The items focus to measure all of level in Bloom's
Taxonomy.
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